Auxiliary lights

BRIEF INFORMATION

Luminator X halogen auxiliary spotlight

CONTENTS OF PACKAGE
••
••
••
••

PRODUCT FEATURES
•• Small and strong. Perfect for quads, compact pick-ups,
SUVs and passenger vehicles.
•• With aluminium die-cast housing and black design ring.
•• ECE type-approved high beam for 12 V vehicle systems
0231
•• Ø 12.7 cm
•• Weight: 1,200 g

Halogen spotlight
H1 12 V bulb
Attachment material
Mounting instructions

Spotlight, 12 V (ECE Ref. 17.5)

1F0 010 186-201

ACCESSORIES
Protective cap*

8XS 172 921-001

* Protective caps are not legally authorised in some countries. Before using them
on public roads, please check with the relevant government agency.

RANGE OVERVIEW
Luminator X Xenon – Ø 12.7 cm
Xenon spotlight with ECE type approval

0009. Integrated ballast and D1S gas discharge lamp.

1F0 010 186-001

Spotlight, 12 V (ECE Ref. 37.5)

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Mounted: upright
Lux is the unit of illuminance.
It expresses the luminous flux from the light source that impinges on a specific
area. For example, an office should be illuminated with at least 500 lux, and the
human eye can still read a newspaper without any problems at 1 lux The values
underneath the lux axis show at which point of the light distribution diagram the
corresponding illumination intensity is reached.

Ref. 50 , 40 , 37.5 , 17.5 and 12.5:
The reference number (Ref.) is a figure that applies to a spotlight. Under ECE
regulations, this reference number may not exceed the upper limit of 100 per
vehicle. This figure includes the values for the two standard high beams (left and
right headlights) plus those of any other installed spotlights. The appropriate
value is engraved on the lens of each approved headlight.

See the light!
Auxiliary lights from HELLA. The right light for every application. Try them out online now!

www.hella.com/lightshow www.hella.com/truck

www.hella.com/offroad www.hella.com/eliver
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